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Manual removal on other species.
Curly leaf pondweed Water hyacinth

Flowering rush

Kamke

Yellow floating heart



Manual removal works for pioneer populations or as a 
multiple pronged management to compliment other efforts.  
Focus manual removal on small or sensitive areas.



Know your lake/land – learn to 
recognize when something is 

“different”



Something looks different…



I don’t know what this is, 
but it’s really thick!



Identification of the target species.
Watermilfoils have distinct flowers



Northern watermilfoil Eurasian watermilfoil
Color can be helpful



Eurasian watermilfoil
Myriophyllum spicatum

Leaves in whorls 
of 4 or more



12 or more pairs of leaflets per leaf
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Eurasian watermilfoil
M. spicatum

Northern watermilfoil
M. sibiricum



Where should I look for Eurasian watermilfoil?
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If you see a suspicious plant, contact 
your local AIS Coordinator or DNR Water 

Resources Specialist



Your local AIS Coordinator can help you 
with creating EWM GPS maps
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GPS units and aerial photos are useful, but not 
essential.



-Smart phones can be used to 
mark points of interest and shared 

with others.

This can be covered later for those 
interested.





In Wisconsin Manual Removal is:
• Pulling by hand or with handheld devices that do not use 

external or auxiliary power sources (e.g. rake, hands).

*Suction-devices are considered dredging and require a 
permit.

**DASH SYSTEMS are not considered dredging because 
the plants are manually removed from the sediment and fed 
into the intake opening.



Do I need a permit?

• In Wisconsin manual removal does  not require a permit 
when targeting non-native plants.

• Contact with local DNR and/or local AIS staff is always 
recommended before starting a manual removal project.



You’ve found EWM in your lake – is hand-
pulling the best option? Many things to 

consider…



Set realistic goals

I’m going to remove all of 
the EWM in this lake!



Density
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Sediment type



Water depth



Water Clarity



How many people are 
willing to help?



Density
Depth
Sediment type
Water clarity
Size of work party



Spring is a great time to pull EWM



Start early before plants are 
established and bigger.  
Native plants aren’t as 

abundant.



Let’s get to work!



Buoys make life easy for 
divers/snorkelers

Pull the plant(s);
Leave the buoy 
for re-check

Close, but not 
too close!



Be visible! Use at least one 
dive flag

Required when more than 150ft from shore.
Diver must stay within 50ft of flag.

Other watercraft are required to stay 100ft from 
dive flags. 50



Partner Responsibilities

Stay close, but not too close
Help point out EWM
Hold tools

Collect/store EWM
Resting spot for diver
Watch for boats, hazards to 
diver





Stay close and watch the diver!





Burlap/mesh containers
- Drain water
- Hold EWM outside of boat





Pulling

Reach into the 
sediment





Wrap/ball up long plants
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Easy, clean disposal



Collection without a 
boat? 



Big Projects, Big Groups, 
Big Ideas



Snorkeling/diving is not for everyone.







What if plants are too 
deep?  

SCUBA divers can be 
used too!



Keep your lake residents and 
community members informed
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Disposal

Know your disposal 
site before you begin 

pulling!

Go with[out] the flow! Let it drain



Aquatic plants may be 
legally transported for 

disposal or identification



You must cover the load



Gardens or farm fields are 
excellent EWM disposal sites



Keep an eye out



Yellow Floating Heart



The Problem…

Dense surface mats

Doesn’t allow plant growth beneath 

Spreads quickly

Can create stagnant, low oxygen water



Site 1 – boat launchSite 2 - point



Getting under the roots and rolling it 
up like sod worked best in thick areas.



Root by root removal worked well at this location because plants were sparse and 
not interwoven.  It also ensured total removal around logs.





2:25 PM

2:45 PM

A fine meshed net works well 
to collect smaller floating 

plant fragments.





Preuss, Jim Kreitlow (Retired DNR Water Resources 
Specialist) and others returned August 26th and found 

approximately 12 roots growing at the boat landing and 1 at 
the point, they were removed.



Follow up visits are needed to check for missed plant 
sections.  Within 9 days a missed root section grew to well 

over 20 inches. Jim Kreitlow with re-growth YFH.   



Sept. 9th Preuss returned and found an illegal introduction.  
The “dumped” plants were removed.



Lake Gordon, Forest County
First found August 14, 2013 during an AIS early detection survey 

completed:
John Preuss – Lumberjack RC&D AIS Coordinator/Water Guard  

Jennifer Steltenpohl – DNR AIS Monitoring and Outreach Specialist
Ryan Motif – DNR AIS Monitoring and Outreach LTE

-First Wisconsin natural inland lake to have YFH.

-First manual removal only project of YFH.

-Multiple revisits in 2013 and 2014.  A few missed rhizomes sprouted 
and were removed.

-No yellow floating heart observed in 2015, 2016, 2017 or 2018! 



Shovel method for manually controlling 
phragmites 



Native vs Non-native Phragmites

Native phragmites
-Stems may have small black fungal spots on 
the lower portions of the stems.

-Dead stems will not have leaves.  “Natives are 
naked.”

-Stems will be very smooth and may have a 
shiny appearance.

Non-native Phragmites
-Stems will lack the black fungal spots.

-Dead stems will have leaf sheaths present.

-Stems will have defined ridges and appear 
dull.



Phragmites

• Important to 
catch early

• Can control it
• Hand pulling can 

be an option.



• Rhizomes can be very long with 
many stems.



Shovel Method
Very selective and works when phragmites is in the 

open or mixed in heavy native vegetation.



Point shovel at 45° angle to the ground, with the goals of chopping the phragmites’ stem a few 

inches below ground level and damaging the rhizome beneath.  Then pull the 
shovel straight back out without prying or otherwise 

disturbing the soil. 
(This hole was excavated for illustration purposes only. )



Point shovel at 45* angle with the goal of chopping the stem a few inches below ground level 
and damaging the rhizome beneath. You won’t know which direction the rhizome is from the 

stem, so you will not always be successful in damaging the rhizome. That’s ok.



Shovel has struck the rhizome and chopped/damaged it. More damage to the rhizome makes it 
harder for the plant to replace the cut stem and invites infection into the wounded rhizome.



Shovel has struck the rhizome and chopped/damaged it. More damage to the rhizome makes it 
harder for the plant to replace the cut stem and invites infection into the wounded rhizome.



Stems are cut a couple inches below ground. New stems will need to produce several inches of 
growth before seeing sunlight, using up stored energy reserves.



Notched and sharpened shovel follows stems underwater and 
helps center the shovel for easy cutting.



Twin Lake, Waupaca Co. manageable 
phragmites patch before & after.



Plan ahead for transport and disposal 
of removed phragmites. Cut phragmites was 
spread on a tarp to dry and later burned.



Water Hyacinth



Small populations can be done by hand or with fish landing nets and a 
group of volunteers.



Larger projects need bigger nets and methods of disposal.

Photos courtesy of Dane County



Flowering Rush







Japanese Knotweed
Manual cutting with herbicidal  follow up.



Herbicide Treatment:
• Gloves
• Herbicide & dye
• Application method
• Pruners large/small
• Plan where to put plants



Japanese Knotweed

Paul Skawinski

• Treat in fall
• Cut just below second node
• Fill hollow stem with dyed 

Aquaneat – 40% Glyphosate



• Put in burn pile, or haul away to dump – don’t throw in pile or compost heap!
• Follow up with mowing next spring
• Hand pull small plants that come up
• Treat with herbicide in future, as needed



Before…

…. And After!

Annual maintenance is 
needed with any project.

Hand removing and 
dabbing new growth with 
herbicide is needed 
annually to keep the 
knotweed at bay.



Tools:  Use your imagination



Building a floating 
collection device



Building a floating 
collection device



Questions?

Chris Hamerla Regional AIS Coordinator 
Golden Sands RC&D

715-343-6215    Chris.Hamerla@goldensandsrcd.org




